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A BSTRACT. With the improvement of computer hardware and computing power, the powerful
and automatic feature extraction capability of computers can effectively determine good features
to improve the efficiency of model recognition systems. The purpose of this study was to apply a
variety of binarization preprocessing algorithms and to implement an image recognition system
using the GoogLeNet model, a convolutional-neural-network module based on deep learning.
ImageNet, the largest image recognition database in the world, was used as the training dataset,
and five types of gallery sets, namely cars, planes, horses, ships, and trucks, were chosen to
carry out the experiments. This system attempted to use a variety of algorithms on gray-scale
and binarized images; then, it trained three models based on GoogLeNet Inception classification
V1, Inception classification V2, and Inception classification V3, and attempted to improve the
accuracy of the identification of the original models. The system was implemented in two parts.
The first part used six methods to preprocess the images. The second part trained and tested
the image data, and then, it used six matching modules to circle and label the image targets
successfully. The results of the experiment showed that the preprocessed images could effectively
improve the accuracy of module identification.
Keywords: Deep learning, Image preprocessing, GoogleNet, Matching module, Image labelling

1. Introduction. Because of a shortage of computer hardware equipment and insufficient data,
people were initially indifferent to artificial intelligence. However, the continuous improvement
in the computing capability and computer technologies, the increase in hardware storage capability, and the combination with big data have made machine learning a popular technology. Of
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course, besides machine learning, another term that has frequently been heard in recent years
is “deep learning.” It originated from the AlphaGo artificial-intelligence system developed by
Google’s Deep Mind (https://deepmind.com/) in 2016 [1].
In fact, deep learning is only a subfield of machine learning. Its development in the field
of image recognition far exceeds that of the image classification [2, 3]. The presence of deep
learning can be seen in big data [4], data mining [5–7], natural-language processing [8], recommendation systems [9, 10], and sementic image segmentation [11, 12], etc. In fact, the so-called
deep learning refers to learning based on deep neural networks (DNNs), and the process of DNN
learning is the deep learning that we often hear about [13].
In the past, it was difficult to achieve high accuracy when processing a large number of image
sets, but there was a breakthrough in a large-scale visual recognition competition not long ago.
In 2012, a visual recognition competition, the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC), was held [14]. Krizhevsky et al. used a model based on convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) to reduce the early error rate from a bottleneck of 26% to an error rate of only
16.4% [15]. Deep-learning technology added to image recognition achieved overwhelming performance, completely overturning the traditional methods of image recognition and producing
considerable repercussions.
The research objective of this study was to utilize a variety of preprocessing algorithms and
the Google Inception Net model [16] to implement an image recognition system and try to make
the version of Inception V1 added with preprocessing reach the accuracy of V2 or V3 recognition results, to prove that the system’s recognition accuracy could be effectively improved by
image preprocessing. ImageNet [17], the largest image recognition database in the world, was
used as the training dataset, and five types of gallery sets, namely cars, planes, horses, boats,
and trucks, were selected for the experiments. This system attempted to use a variety of algorithms to preprocess images, such as graying and binarization, and then input the preprocessed
images into three models Inception V1, V2, and V3 of Google Inception Net to train and possibly improve the accuracy of the identification results. This system was implemented in two
parts. The first part was to obtain the abovementioned five gallery sets of images in ImageNet
and manually filter out 1500 images that met the requirements in each gallery. After reordering
and naming the images through the program used and graying the images, we preprocessed
the images by using six methods provided by OpenCV [18, 19], such as the algorithms of five
different selection threshold functions and the Otsu algorithm. The second part was to utilize
the preprocessed image set to use the Google Inception V1, V2, and V3 models in sequence to
analyze whether the accuracy of the models was effectively improved. At this stage, the parameters, including the use of preprocessing algorithms and the number of iterations of the model
during training, were adjusted. The results were analyzed and compared by adjusting the update
parameters. The results of the experiment showed that the preprocessed images could improve
the identification accuracy rate of the Inception V1 module to the identification accuracy rate
of the Inception V2 and V3 modules. Finally, based on whether the module with the highest
accuracy rate could successfully circle the test target and label the identified test target through
the tests in the six types of squares of the matching module, the target was successfully circled,
and the label was pasted in several methods of the matching module.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The literature review is described in
Section 2. The proposed system is introduced in Section 3. The performance evaluation of the
proposed system is presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and provides
suggestions for future work.

2. Literature review.
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2.1. Convolutional neural networks. CNNs have been used extensively in the field of computer vision in recent years. CNNs can directly use image data as input without using algorithms
to find features, thus reducing the tedious operations of data preprocessing that were used in the
past. They are regarded as an efficient identification method. The main idea of a CNN can
be illustrated by the following example. When ordinary people look at an image, the same or
similar features, such as dots, lines, or specific patterns, are often noticed first. Similarly, when
one watches a person’s image, one judges who the person is using features such as the eyes,
nose, and mouth, and compares the results step by step through an analysis of features in each
part. CNNs are the realization of this concept. Through the local connection, weight sharing,
and down-sampling of CNNs, the number of parameters is reduced, the complexity of training
is considerably reduced, and the model is given higher accuracy through a convolutional layer
and a pooling layer.
The CNN is an important algorithm in deep learning. It is a feed-forward network [20]. The
biggest difference between the CNN and the general back-propagation neural network [21] is
that the neurons between adjacent layers in the CNN are partially connected, not completely
connected; i.e., the sensing area of a neuron comes from a part of the upper neural units, not
all of the neural units are connected, and each neuron can extract basic features through local
sensing.
2.2. GoogLeNet. The network structure of GoogLeNet is shown in Figure 1 [16]. The biggest
feature is that the neural network not only deepens in the vertical direction but also extends in the
horizontal direction. This structure with widening in the horizontal direction is the inception
structure. GoogLeNet is 22 layers deep, but it has small parameter and calculation values.
In September 2014, it introduced Inception V1 [22]. By virtue of its excellent classification
ability, with an error rate of 6.67%. In 2015, Inception V2 [23] learned VGGNet to replace 5
× 5 with two 3 × 3 convolutions to reduce the parameters, and a normalization method was
added, which considerably improved the accuracy. At the end of 2015, the proposal of Inception
V3 [12] split the larger two-dimensional convolution into two one-dimensional convolutions to
speed up the operation. Its module can handle more-abundant spatial features and is suitable
for image classification.

F IGURE 1. GoogLeNet network architecture [16]
2.3. Binarized image. Image preprocessing is used to remove noise or enhance images to improve image quality. The preprocessing action can highlight the desired information and use
the preprocessed image for the subsequent analysis. After a gray-scale operation is completed,
the gray-scale image is then binarized. There are many algorithms for image binarization, of
which the Otsu algorithm is the most widely known [24]; it is also called the maximum interclass variance method. Its core approach is to select a segmentation threshold value to divide
the background and the target into two parts according to the gray-scale characteristics of the
image, where variance is a measure of the uniformity of the image gray-scale distribution, and
the greater the value is, the greater is the difference between the target and the background. The
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main characteristic of the Otsu algorithm is that it can automatically obtain the best threshold
value and find the threshold value according to the method of minimum intragroup variation and
maximum intergroup variation. In this study, we used five image preprocessing methods called
THRESH-BINARY, THRESH-BINARY-INV, THRESH-TOZERO, THRESH-TOZERO-INV,
and Thresh-Trunc [18, 19]. The original image and trail images are shown in Figure 2.

F IGURE 2. Original image and trail binarized images of a ship [17]

3. Proposed System.
3.1. Image Preprocessing Phase. First, the data preprocessing is shown in Figure 3. In this,
the calculation formulas and principles of the five image-preprocessing algorithms selected in
this study are presented. In this section, the binarized images of various gallery sets are presented.

Figure 3-1 Flow chart of the first part of the research methods

F IGURE 3. Data cleaning of the input data
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3.2. GoogLeNet Inception Recognition Phase. In this phase, a combination of the preprocessing part and the GoogLeNet module is presented. The flow chart of steps is shown in
Figure 4. In this paper, three different versions of GoogLeNet — Inception V1, Inception Classification V2, and Inception Classification V3 — were used for training. The input dataset
included 100, 500, 1000, and 1500 images of each type. The training dataset was divided into
80% training dataset, 10% test dataset, and 10% verification dataset, while the parameter setting
part set the iterative training times as 4000, 3000, 2000, and 1000 times and the learning rates
as 0.01, 0.005, and 0.001; each batch trained 100 pieces of data.

Start

Preprocessing
image set

Import test picture

GoogLeNet

Inception V1/Inception V2/Inception V3

Convolution
network training

Result accuracy
prediction

End of the second
part

Training
completed

F IGURE 4. Flowchart of GoogleNet Inception Recognition Phase
3.3. Image Labelling. In this phase, we used six image labelling methods called TM-SQDIFF,
TM-SQDIFF-NORMED, TM-CCORR, TM-CCORR-NORMED, TM-CCOEFF, and TM-CCOEFFNORMED [10, 18]. The target images are shown in Figure 5.
4. Experimental Results. In this section, the accuracy of the identification results when the input datasets were 100, 500, 1000, and 1500 sheets using GoogLeNet Inception V1 is described.
Figure 6 shows the first test chart of a ship image. Table 1 shows the test results of using the
GoogLeNet Inception V1 module when the number of input data sheets and iterations was set
at 4000, with a learning rate of 0.01 and 100 entries of data trained in each batch. Table 1
also shows the identification results after adding algorithms using GoogLeNet Inception V1,
where “Best” represents the proportion of results that the system judges to be the most similar
to a type, “Second” represents the proportion of results that the system judges to be the second
most similar, and bold characters represent the identification results of correct solutions. For
example, when using the Trunc algorithm to input 100 sheets of datasets in V1, using the test
chart in Figure 6, the probability of obtaining a photograph of a ship was 85%. The results
showed that the module added with the Trunc algorithm improved the identification degree
when the number of data entries was small. However, when the number of input datasets was
more than 1,000, the accuracy decreases slightly. In this experiment, the module added with
Trunc pretreatment raised the identification degree to 80% and obtained a correct solution when
the number of datasets was low. Table 2 presents another two-ship test chart. The test results
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F IGURE 5. Results obtained using the six labelling method
are the same as those in Table 1. When the module added with the Trunc algorithm was used,
the accuracy of the data count is improved, and a good identification degree was maintained.
The main advantage of Trunc method to binary the image that can remove the most of noise.

4-1 Test chart of ship (I)
FFigure
IGURE 6. Testing image: ship [17]

TABLE 1. Accuracy rate of GoogLeNet Inception V1-based adept image preprocessing
Image Preprocessing Method
None
Otsu [13]
THRESH-BINARY
THRESH-BINARY-INV
THRESH-TOZERO
THRESH-TOZERO-INV
Thresh-Trunc

V1 100
41%
82%
93%
93%
51%
71%
86%

V1 500
38%
64%
72%
72%
50%
61%
86%

V1000
71%
44%
70%
70%
56%
57%
78%

V1 1500
79%
57%
67%
67%
63%
54%
80%

Table 2 shows the test results when GoogLeNet Inception V2 was used with 4000 iterations
and a learning rate of 0.01. Table 2 shows that the accuracy of GoogLeNet Inception V2 when
the numbers of input data were 100 and 500 was considerably higher than that of V1, and the
correct identification degree was maintained under each number of input data entries. However,
the model added with Trunc was the best model to add the algorithm, which improved the
accuracy by 5% to 10% on average.
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TABLE 2. Accuracy rate of GoogLeNet Inception V2-based adept image preprocessing
Image Preprocessing Method
None
Otsu [13]
THRESH-BINARY
THRESH-BINARY-INV
THRESH-TOZERO
THRESH-TOZERO-INV
Thresh-Trunc

V2 100
71%
82%
93%
81%
50%
73%
86%

V2 500
83%
64%
75%
64%
47%
65%
86%

V2 1000
71%
43%
67%
42%
55%
54%
73%

V2 1500
78%
61%
66%
43%
57%
52%
79%

Table 3 shows the test results for each input data sheet using GoogLeNet Inception V3 with
4000 iterations and a learning rate of 0.01. The table shows that GoogLeNet Inception V3
added with the Trunc algorithm maintained a stable recognition rate and a correct solution for
the considered number of input data entries.
The following is a description of the model accuracy data and curves trained with test images by not using the binarization method (THRESH-TOZERO) gallery and the binarization
(THRESH-TOZERO) gallery and setting the Inception Net module parameters inside the Inception templates (abbreviated as V1, V2, and V3 in the following illustration), the learning
rate, and the training iteration times.
TABLE 3. Accuracy rate of GoogLeNet Inception V3-based image preprocessing
Image Preprocessing Method
None
Otsu [13]
THRESH-BINARY
THRESH-BINARY-INV
THRESH-TOZERO
THRESH-TOZERO-INV
Thresh-Trunc

V3 100
90%
81%
92%
82%
51%
72%
86%

V3 500
80%
66%
71%
67%
46%
62%
86%

V3 1000
78%
52%
63%
46%
61%
52%
82%

V3 1500
78%
61%
66%
43%
58%
54%
81%

Figure 4-2 Test chart of deer (II)

F IGURE 7. Testing image: deer [17]

Figure 7 shows an image of the accuracy of the deer test and training module. Table 4 presents
the data of the accuracy of the test and the training models based on the original image shown in
Figure 7. The results showed that the test results with the Google Inception Net module version
of Inception V3, 4000 training iterations, and 0.01 learning rate were the best. Table 5 shows the
accuracy data of the training model tested using the binarized gallery shown in Figure 7. The
results showed that the test results with the Google Inception Net module version of Inception
V3, training iteration number of 4000, and learning rate of 0.01 were the best.
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TABLE 4. Accuracy rate of GoogLeNet Inception using different learning rates
and without image preprocessing
Image Preprocessing Method Number of images Learning rate = 0.01 Learning rate = 0.005 Learning rate = 0.001
V1

V2

V3

1000

74%

67%

46%

2000

82%

73%

53%

3000

82%

77%

59%

4000

83%

78%

64%

1000

79%

68%

45%

2000

55%

75%

53%

3000

58%

78%

60%

4000

83%

82%

64%

1000

73%

67%

45%

2000

77%

75%

53%

3000

84%

77%

59%

4000

85%

79%

63%

TABLE 5. Accuracy rate of GoogLeNet Inception using different learning rates
and image preprocessing
Image Preprocessing Method Number of images Learning rate = 0.01 Learning rate = 0.005 Learning rate = 0.001
V1

V2

V3

1000

71%

57%

39%

2000

81%

68%

40%

3000

87%

74%

48%

4000

90%

81%

52%

1000

90%

81%

52%

2000

79%

67%

42%

3000

86%

77%

47%

4000

91%

83%

52%

1000

71%

57%

34%

2000

79%

70%

40%

3000

87%

75%

48%

4000

90%

81%

53%

Table 6 shows the module with the highest accuracy rate tested in this study. The parameter
settings of this module were as follows: the gallery was binarized, the learning rate was 0.01,
and the number of training iterations was 4000. Twenty-five images of five animals, namely
dogs, cats, deer, frogs, and birds, were used to test the accuracy of the matching module. Six
methods were used to circle the target and label it correctly. The TM-CCOEFF-NORMED
method was used to circle the target and label it correctly with the highest accuracy.
The deer test normalized correlation coefficient matching method for the 25 test images successfully circled the identification target and labeled it. The normalized correlation coefficient
matching method successfully circled the target with an accuracy rate of 88%. Because the left
chart was the value of the matching result and the white area is relatively concentrated, the right
chart can successfully circle the target with the highest accuracy rate.
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TABLE 6. Accuracy rate of the image labelling
Image Labelling Method
TM-CCOEFF
TM-SQDIFF-NORMED
TM-CCORR
TM-CCORR-NORMED
TM-CCOEFF
TM-CCOEFF-NORMED

Accuracy Rate
76%
88%
36%
76%
72%
72%

5. Conclusions. An image recognition system based on deep learning was described. The ImageNet image recognition database was used as the training data. Various image-preprocessing
algorithms were used to gray-scale and binarize the training data to enhance the training data.
Then, a GoogLeNet model was used to train these preprocessed images and test their recognition results. The results of the experiment showed that the images preprocessed using Trunc had
better recognition results, which optimized the accuracy rate of the original module by 5% to
10% on average, particularly when the number of training iterations was 4000, the learning rate
was 0.01, and the template was Inception V3; this was the highest accuracy rate of the training
model. This study used the module with the highest accuracy rate as the test image accuracy
rate from the trained modules, and then, the pair module provided by OpenCV was used to
circle the target object of the image, so that the image of the identification result showed the
circle of the target object and the label of the identification result. In the experiment, we found
that the normalized correlation coefficient matching method of the six matching methods inside
was the method with the highest accuracy rate and could successfully circle the target object
and label it. In the future, we hope that the GoogLeNet module can be used in combination
with a preprocessing algorithm to identify medical images and be used as an auxiliary diagnostic system for medical images. Using this image identification system, computer learning can
be success- fully trained, and the target area of medical images can be automatically selected
for image interpretation, thus helping medical personnel to find abnormal areas of organs, improving the speed and accuracy of lesion detection, and developing a complete and systematic
medical service in combination with the professional medical knowledge of doctors.
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